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spyware - a threat to internet users

- Spyware is malware that is installed on a computer to monitor user actions
- Spyware is an important threat to the security and privacy of Internet users
  - An analysis by Webroot and Earthlink showed that a large portion of Internet-connected computers are infected with spyware
  - Spyware also degrades performance and causes unexpected side-effects
- BHOs are a very popular kind of spyware (Weng et al, 90 of 120 spyware samples use BHO architecture)
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Tainting allows to tag data elements of interest and track their propagation throughout the system. Our system covers

- **Data dependencies** \( \text{mov } %eax, %ebx \)
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- **Untainting with simple constant functions**
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A taint source defines a portion of data that is sensitive. Two taint sources have been implemented so far:

- The URL that is loaded by the Internet Explorer (`IWebBrowser2::Navigate()`)  
- Contents of network packages received by the Internet Explorer over TCP connections (`NtDeviceIoControlFile`)
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